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Help
FAQ
What exactly does The Generation Forest do?


Our cooperative buys degraded agricultural land in Panama and reforests it in accordance with the principle of generation forests. Concerned here are ecosystems (mixed forests) modelled on a natural rainforest with several storeys, which not only offset huge amounts of CO₂, but at the same time regenerate soils, store drinking water and create habitats for a variety of animals. Over time, the stock is thinned out repeatedly and the timber is sold at a profit. This allows us to generate a green return for our members, while the clearings serve as planting sites for the next generation of trees.



How do I become a member of The Generation Forest eG?


	Complete our online form. 
 The first step is to simply complete our online form.
	Verification
 As soon our system receives your membership application, you undergo verification. This means that you verify your data and sign the digital document. Cooperative law stipulates that we always require the member's original signature. 
	Formal acceptance as an Investing Member
 As soon as we receive the membership form containing your original signature, we send you an email. At the next board meeting, which takes place every fortnight, you will then be formally accepted as an Investing Member of our cooperative.
	Confirmation email & welcome pack
 Once you have been successfully accepted as an Investing Member, you receive a confirmation email containing all the details concerning the payment procedure, plus a welcome pack in the post with your share certificate and the countersigned membership declaration. 

We look forward to welcoming you as a member of The Generation Forest!



Does buying a cooperative share represent an investment?


	Intergenerational investment focuses on impact and not on maximising profits.
	Slow finance: Sustainable capital investment without a limited project duration.
	For us, our commitment is long term, but it also has an early impact: Through the reforestation of the rainforest and the associated positive effects for the climate and species diversity. For each day that our forests thrive, they make an effective contribution to the ecological equilibrium of our planet, while the economic value of your cooperative share grows continuously.
	Cooperative principle: potential risks are minimised by distributing them among all members and the strength of the community is used to achieve a major impact even with a small amount – not only from the time when the trees start storing CO₂, but even before, since all the members co-own the entire forest stand.
	The excellent qualifications and many years of experience of our partner company provide forestry expertise.
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					I consent to the processing of my data for the newsletter. You will find further details in the Privacy Policy.
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Call us:
If you have any questions or problems, you can contact us at the following phone number during the business hours listed. We are happy to help you!
+49(0) 40 2286 4127
Mo. - Fr. 9:00 - 18:00

Newsletter




I consent to the processing of my data for the newsletter. You can find more information in the privacy policy.


 All fields marked in red are mandatory and must be filled in. 

Subscribe to newsletter













Green Impact Investing - 
 Rainforests against climate change

Green Finance



Our Planting Season
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Bet now on inflation-protected investments like Generation Forests and get the opportunity to invest your money wisely while supporting projects that align with your values. Ready to create a climate-friendly and healthy future while earning a long-term green return of 4.5%?

Invest green now



In the first part of our small reforestation series, you were able to experience the reforestation in Panama at first hand. In the second part, our colleague María now accompanies the forestry workers in their work - learn how a seedling can grow into a strong tree and what conditions are essential for this.
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WHAT WE DO
Achieving great things together

Together we are part of the climate solution
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We are planting tropical forests in Panama to counter creeping global deforestation – and to extract CO₂ from the atmosphere in a natural way with our Generation Forests. And the results are there for all to see: Every single hectare of our Generation Forests reduces the atmosphere’s CO₂ content by a whole 20 tonnes every year!
Learn more


Together, we are preserving nature’s diversity of species
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By establishing and interlinking existing habitats, we are conserving the biodiversity of the tropical rainforests, while boosting the natural resilience of ecosystems.
Learn more


Together we are creating a social impact
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We are a social business. That means our projects are aimed at identifying a balance between economic, ecological and social aspects. As a social dimension, sustainability has formed part of our DNA from the very outset. We work with local people in a partnership of equals, creating long-term jobs and sustainable social prospects.
Learn more


Together we are generating green returns
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We look to outcome-based investments with green returns – without any exploitation of nature or people. With our near-natural and sustainably managed Generation Forests in Panama, we generate a green dividend for our members at fair terms on the ground.
Learn more
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	A COOPERATIVE WITH HUGE EFFECTIVE FORCE
We are firmly convinced that we can only achieve our ambitious targets by working together. This is why togetherness has been a fundamental value of our cooperative even before its inception. Only together can we become part of the climate solution and, as a community with a global influence, sustainably change – and improve – our world.
At a glance: the benefits of our cooperative
	Optimum protection of all our members
	Full insight into all business activities
	Ecologically, economically, and socially a rational investment

Discover all the benefits
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[image: the-generation-forest-Broschuere-home]Any more questions? Click here for our free brochure!
Our free brochure contains all the important information you need – about our robust cooperative, the unique concept behind the Generation Forests, various projects, and our ambitious objectives and other things besides.

Order your brochure here
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Our Members
	Why are you part of The Generation Forest?
"We joined with our non-profit species conservation organization, Nepada Wildlife, because biodiversity conservation can only work with intact habitat. Reforestation, development and conservation of generational forests provides a home again for countless endangered species."
Hannah Emde (Founder Nepada Wildlife) - Member since 2021

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I intended to invest in something good and meaningful. Since I was convinced by the concept with its many areas of impact, I wanted to support the great idea and serve as a role model."
Stefan – Member since 2022

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I am a wholehearted member of The Generation Forest. It's great to know that I can contribute to my own and the climate's future at the same time."
Elisa - Member since 2019

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I'm convinced that you can only make a difference with a holistic approach - The Generation Forest is the perfect combination of people, nature and business for me."
Dirk - Member since 2018

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I joined The Generation Forest because I want to make a difference against the climate crisis - for myself, my children and my grandchildren."
Kerstin - Member since 2021

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I'm a co-op member because I believe in the project and the people behind it, and I want to work with them to make a difference."
Merle - Member since 2018

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I became a member of The Generation Forest because, after extensive market analysis, I determined that it was the most compelling and meaningful concept for me."
Rüdiger - Member since 2021

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I like being a member because I am convinced by the combination of ecology and economy at The Generation Forest."
David - Member since 2021

	Why are you a part of The Generation Forest?
"I'm a member of The Generation Forest because finance and sustainability shouldn't be mutually exclusive."
Svetlana - Member since 2021







[image: the-generation-forest-Newsletter-home]Subscribe to our Newsletter
Our free newsletter contains regular updates about current projects, our latest articles, exciting events, and more!




I consent to the processing of my data for the newsletter. You can find more information in the privacy policy.


All fields marked in red are mandatory and must be filled in.

Subscribe to newsletter


Vielen Dank! Du hast den Newsletter erfolgreich abonniert.
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Any more questions?
How do I become part of The Generation Forest?
 Who’s behind The Generation Forest?
 What should I know about the entry fee?
To FAQs
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Call us
+49 40 2286 4127
Mon-Fri 09:00-18:00





Newsletter
All the latest infos for you





Email
[email protected]





Feedback
We look forward to hearing from you





Brochure
Order one for free
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Address
The Generation Forest
Große Elbstraße 145a
22767 Hamburg
Germany

Follow us on
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Become part of the solution
 Become a member 
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